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This workgroup’s responsibility is: To facilitate training and education initiatives for MLREMS.
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1. Collaborative Protocol updates (MLREMS Advisory 19-09 attached)
a. Ben - DPM is trying to get BEMS to agree the initial training providers participated in during the original collaborative
protocol rollout in 2016 to count for being trained since the new changes are minimal and could easily be reviewed by
pointing out to providers the small changes rather than providing an entirely new training.
2. Potential changes to ALS Preceptor Policy (see attached - all changes are to section 3.d) following request from AMR.
a. Eric - AMR requested MLREMS allow them to use their in-house FTO/Preceptor training in lieu of the MLREMS
Preceptor Course. Proposed draft policy allows an agency to request a waiver for the “in-person” portion of the training
if their agency-specific course meets or exceeds the MLREMS Preceptor Course.
b. Justin - Would this affect MCC’s accreditation requirements? No, because MCC preceptors still need to take the
separate, Cypherworx class specifically for MCC preceptors.
c. S. Valdez - Explained some of the background on why AMR is requesting this waiver and the background of the class.
Reduce the time commitment for providers who will receive high quality training via this class.
d. Mike - Would need to have an efficient means of verifying when providers take an agency-specific version of the FTO/
Preceptor course.
e. Ben - This would be accomplished when the person applies with agency approval to the region to become an ALS
preceptor. Suggested an edit in the policy which was incorporated.
3. Training officers list serve - all updates sent in have been completed
a. Edits completed.
4. Pre-approval for instructor renewal continuing education (letter attached)
a. Will send to Jean Taylor electronically and in paper later this week with the assistance of Mindy.
5. CIU and CLI Original
a. Working on cost to attend
i. REMO and Adirondack-Appalachia: charge $150 per student and limit to 20 students for CLI original. They
each offer every other year, so there is one between the two regions annually. Lake Plains - doing analysis.
ii. Eric will coordinate with Ben and Alex to determine appropriate cost and seek approval from MLREMS
Council to amend the budget schedule.
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b. CIU #1: (1hr - state updates; 1hr - Meyers Briggs Personality Types; 1hr - Feedback)?
i. Will work with Ben and regional faculty to schedule a CIU and CLI Original for 2020.
6. MLREMS Preceptor Class - will be scheduled for December. Encourage providers who would like to enroll to complete the
online portion.
7. Revisit regional standardization of CME recertification core content classes. The guidelines are published/being publicized.
a. Eric - Should we revisit coordinating with CME recent agencies to standardize what is offered in their blocks of
instruction since new CME recertification guidelines are coming out this week and agencies are going to have to
change their models. Eric will coordinate with the CME-offering agencies to see if they’re interested in doing so.
b. Justin - It would be a big benefit to providers to know Core Content blocks are consistent amongst agencies. Less
confusion for providers and easier to re-certify.
STEP - 4/2/20 - 4/4/20
Upcoming meetings:
All meetings are hybrid (live at the Division of Prehospital Medicine office and online via the contact information provided in the
email at 3:00PM)
November 5, 2019
December 3, 2019

